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  Thermal calculations   
  for heat loss and thermal   
  resistance of your façade buildup.  
NVELOPE’s Project Builder combines powerful industry thermal 
software solutions to offer fast and easy project-specific thermal  
calculations. Speak to your local NVELOPE sales representative 
or complete your Project Builder online now.



Project Builder thermal calculations 
The power of a thermal expert  
with a few button clicks

Project Builder’s latest powerful offering combines 
together the knowledge of powerful industry thermal 
software solutions to offer fast and easy project  
specific thermal calculations.

Use Project Builder’s easy online form to submit your 
project information and based on the project specific 
calculations our technicians are able to generate  
project specific 3D thermal modelling to calculate  
each bracket’s pointloss value. Each change in  
the project build-up, whether a substrate, insulation 
thickness or type change requires a new bracket 
pointloss calculation.

Project Builder has simplified this process  
and now offers this powerful feature as standard.

3D Thermal pointloss calculations  
are bracket specific

Our 3D thermal reporting calculations cannot be used 
with third party brackets. The calculations require 3D 
thermal modelling and any variance in the material,  
size or design will require new calculations. The 
pointloss chi calculated is exclusively for and only 
available for NVELOPE and EKO brackets. We do  
not offer this service for competitor brackets.

Industry recognised thermal software
HEAT3 and BuildDesk U

Peace of mind. We’re using industry respected ‘HEAT3’ 
for 3D thermal pointloss modelling and ‘BuildDesk U’ 
by factoring the calculated pointloss bracket Chi-Values 
into ‘BuildDesk U’. The BR443 report produced by 
the ‘BuildDesk U’ calculation software is created by 
replicating your project’s wall build-up in both ‘HEAT3’ 
and ‘BuildDesk U’.
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NVELOPE Thermals 
Energy performance of your building

Developers are serious about conserving power, energy 
and reducing CO2 emissions, and the drive to reduce 
energy consumption in buildings places a greater 
emphasis on the performance of the building envelope 
and all the components in a façade system.

NVELOPE Project Builder static 
calculations and 3D thermal modelling

Use Project Builder’s easy online form to submit your 
project information and based on the project specific 
calculations our technicians are able to generate  
project specific 3D thermal modelling to calculate  
each bracket’s pointloss value. 

Façades and heat loss in construction 
BS EN 10211 and BRE 443  
(convections for U-Value calculations)

With NVELOPE’s 3D Thermal Service the construction 
is modelled into a 3 dimensional form to allow a distinct 
understanding of the geometry and effect of the 
intended materials. NVELOPE brackets and fixings are 
modelled correctly with a point thermal transmittance 
(Chi-Value) calculated for the thermal bridge formed. 
The result can be used for condensation risk 
assessment. The thermal calculation can accommodate 
specific materials or use generic values and be tailored 
to suit your project design.

NVELOPE static calculations 

 STEP  
ONE

Complete an NVELOPE ‘Project Builder’ - this  
will allow us to prepare a project specific cladding 
solution that includes optimum setting out 
information for the support system.

NVELOPE heat loss / calculations 

By calculating the U-Value in a buildings construction it 
enables an understanding of the implications this thermal 
performance has when aiming to meet current building 
regulations. 

Rainscreen Cladding façades utilise a tried and tested method 
of an external façade material coupled with external / internal 
insulation layers. A ventilated layer behind the chosen façade 
material ensures the risk of condensation is minimized as well 
as dissipating solar gain on the building.

The NVELOPE rainscreen support brackets, primary fixings, 
rails and carriers are an integral part of the Rainscreen 
Cladding build up and their role on heat loss in the 
construction, plays a key role.

NVELOPE can assist the specifier or thermal engineer 
understand the effects caused by our elements in the buildup 
in respect of heat loss and U-Values by undertaking detailed 
thermal calculations on the intended façade construction.

 STEP  
TWO

These calculations conform to BS EN 10211  
as well as BRE 443 (convections for U-Value 
calculations) and ensure the full detailed 
construction is understood rather than a  
generic scenario which as such play no  
reference to the intended design.

Our static calculations determine the parameters for these 
calculations and thus can also include project specific 
information such as insulation type/manufacturers.

Using a point thermal transmittance for a discrete fixing 
bracket that penetrates an insulation layer.

A 3D numerical calculation is undertaken on a section through 
the wall containing a representative fixing bracket (size 
selected via completion of ‘NVELOPE Project Builder’).

The boundaries of the model should be at quasi-adiabatic 
positions (e.g. mid-way between two NVELOPE brackets). 

The result is compared with a calculation in which the 
brackets are omitted so as to obtain a point thermal 
transmittance, as described in BS ENISO 10211

That calculation needs to be done only once for a given 
design of bracket and penetrated insulation thickness.
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NVELOPE Isolators 
Maximising energy performance

The use of an isolator between the NVELOPE ‘helping 
hand’ bracket and the substrate / structure will help to 
mitigate the effects of cold bridging – NVELOPE offer 
a clipped isolator (5mm fitted to bracket). An additional 
flat NVELOPE isolator can be used in combination 
with the standard isolator (total 10 mm) to increase 
resistance.

Thermal bridges cause increased flow of heat and 
should be taken into consideration when designing  
a façade/façade system. Since the fixing of ventilated 
cladding must go through the thermal insulation into  
the substrate it cannot be avoided.

Thermal decoupling of the substructure from the 
ventilated façade is achieved through thermal 
separation layers.

NVELOPE NV and NH brackets are pre-assembled 
with thermal isolators – isolators help reduce thermal 
bridging – in addition NVELOPE isolators prevent 
a chemical reaction occurring between aluminium 
brackets and lime in concrete frames.

The thermal value of NVELOPE brackets / isolators  
has been calculated.

U-Values

  The U-Value is the heat loss through an element, 
e.g. a wall

  The U-Value of the plane elements, necessary for  
the calculation of the overall loss from the building

  Corrections need to be made for any thermal 
bridging, fixings and bracketry. This includes linear 
heat loss should the rail penetrate the insulation layer

Chi-Values

  The Chi-Value is the heat loss at (for example)  
a bracket and is measured as W/mK

  Either a default correction is used or a 3D  
calculation is carried out

  Default bracket corrections can be wildly out with 
a nominal 0.02W/mK being used and then some 
bracket point loss figures being >0.05W/mK once 
calculated – potentially a huge difference in the 
thermal world
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Documentation of the component 5. December 2016
Thermal transmittance (U-value) according to Digest 465
Source: own catalogue - External walls
Component: EKO-SFS100-50

Calculated with BuildDesk 3.4.5

OUTSIDE INSIDE

This illustration of inhomogeneous layers is provided only to assist in visualising 
the arrangement.

Assignment:   External wall
Manufacturer Name Thickness

[m], number
Lambda

[W/(mK)]
Q R

[m²K/W]
Rse 0.1300

1 Insulation Manufacturer Insulation panel 0.0080 0.035 0.2286
2 BS EN ISO 6946 Well ventilated air layer 0.0500 0.000 -
3 Insulation Manufacturer Rainscreen DSlab 0.0500 0.035 1.4286

Fixings Plastic insulation anchors   No./m²: 3.3/m² 0.500 -
Fixings equivalent diameter: 0.01 m
Air gaps Level 0: dU'' = 0.00 W/(m²K)

4 BS EN 12524 Cement-bonded particleboard 0.0100 0.230 0.0435
5 Light steel-frame consisting of: 0.1000 ø 0.188 0.5322
5a Insulation Manufacturer  Generic Insulation 50mm-120mm 99.70 % 0.038 -

Air gaps Level 0: dU'' = 0.00 W/(m²K)
5b BS EN 12524 Steel 00.30 % 50.000 -
6 BS EN 12524 Polyethylene 0.15 mm 0.0002 0.170 0.0009
7 Insulation Manufacturer Standard Wallboard Plasterboard 0.0125 0.190 0.0658
8 BS EN 12524 Gypsum plastering 0.0030 0.570 0.0053

Rsi 0.1300
0.2337

was not taken into consideration in the calculation

RT  = p*RT ' + (1-p)* RT ''  = 3.38 m²K/W 
Correction to U-value for according to delta U

[W/(m²K)]
Mechanical fasteners Digest 465 0.001
Air gaps BS EN ISO 6946 Annex D 0.000
Air gaps and fixings corrections need not be applied, as their total effect is less than 3% (Annex D BS 6946:1996).
Rainscreen cladding BR 443 0.012

0.012
U =  1/RT  +  U  = 0.31 W/(m²K)  
Q .. The physical values of the building materials has been graded by their level of quality. These 5 levels are the following

.. A: Data is entered and validated by the manufacturer or supplier. Data is continuously tested by 3rd party.

.. B: Data is entered and validated by the manufacturer or supplier. Data is certified by 3rd party

.. C: Data is entered and validated by the manufacturer or supplier.

.. D: Information is entered by BuildDesk without special agreement with the manufacturer, supplier or others.

.. E: Information is entered by the user of the BuildDesk software without special agreement with the manufacturer, supplier or others.

Umax = 0.30 W/(m²K) U = 0.31 W/(m²K) RT= 3.38 m²K/W
Source of Umax value:   England and Wales Approved Document L1A 2010 Tab 2 Dwellings New
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Sample Project
Our technical experts have evaluated your project and we’re 
pleased to provide you with static calculations, guide component 
pricing, thermal guide and an NBS specification that is project 
specific and ready to use.

At a glance
Location: Al7 1Ad

Building height: 11m Profile length: 3m

Facade weight: 11kg/m2 Cladding zone: 180mm

Facade type: fibre concrete

Substrate type: steel stud

System: NV1

Version Notes: -

We’re ready to help

We’ve been taking care of our customers for over 16 years. With
our professional team at NVELOPE we have you covered at every
step of your project.

If you have any questions, call 01707 333 396 or email
project@nvelope.com – and we’ll take care of it.

Sunday, March 12, 2017

NVW20778v2

General Areas

Corner Areas
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Rainscreen Support Configuration
General Building Areas Façade load: 0.11 kN/m2

Wind speed: 33.5 m/s

Peak velocity pressure: 0.688 kN/m2

Net wind pressure (CPe1.1): 0.757 kN/m2

Factored wind pressure (Eurocode SF 1.5): 1.136 kN/m2

Rail Configuration
Length of profile: 3m

Distance between primary fixings: 0.95m

Horizontal spacing between profiles: 0.6m

Distance from end of profile to bracket: 0.3m

Substrate Fixings
Substrate: steel stud

Tension Pullout: 1.386kN

Fixings: SX3/28-S16-6.0x48

Bracket Configuration
Fixed Point – Absorbs deadloads.

Type: 150 Single 2 Fixings 2x6.5.

Adjustment: From 152 mm min to 192 mm max.

Substrate fixings: 2 x primary fixings per bracket.

Rail to bracket fixings: 2 x SR2 screws in the holes.

Sliding Point – Absorbs dynamic loads and expansion.
Type: 150 Single 2x6.5.

Adjustment: From 152 mm min to 192 mm max.

Substrate fixings: 2 x primary fixings per bracket.

Rail to bracket fixings: 2 x SR2 screws in the slots.
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Products and quantities per 3m rail length

Fixed point brackets

£3.86
ea

1 x 01/VB150S-6.5

Sliding point brackets

£3.86
ea

2 x 01/VB150S-6.5

Bracket to substrate fixings

£0.48
ea

6 x 04/SX3/28-S16-6.0X48

Rail to bracket fixings

£0.11
ea (sold in
500pks)

6 x 04/4.2-16

L Profile 60 x 40

£4.21
metre

1.5 x 02/L60-40-2.2-3000

T Profile 60 x 100

£7.32
metre

1.5 x 02/T60-100-2.2-3000

* 50% L and T rail allowed
Based on a typical system set out:

£18.37
Per M2

How we calculated this guide rate:
Assuming an unbroken cladding area of 10m width x 3m storey height. Total area is 30m2. Number of
rails set at 0.6m horizontal centres across the area would be 17. Components price per 3m rail is the total
of one rail at £32.42 x 17 rails, divided by the total area of 30m2.

Trade discounts may apply. Prices shown are list and based on a typical system set out with NV1 brackets and 6.5mm fixing(s).

Helping our clients ACHIEVE THEIR TARGET THERMAL VALUES.


